New activities have been recently launched in order to challenge the H.264/AVC standard. Several improvements of this standard are already known, however the targeted 50% bitrate saving for equivalent quality is not yet achieved.
INTRODUCTION
Significant compression gain, compared to former video coding standards, has been achieved by the H.264/AVC standard [1] resulting from the joint work of the ITU-T SG16-Q6 and ISO/IEC Moving Pictures Experts Group (MPEG). This gain results from the improvement of existing tools and the inclusion of new ones. These improvements concern the motion estimation, the information coding with Context Adaptive Binary Arithmetic Coding (CABAC), and above all the addition of several Intra and Inter modes with many encoding methods which need the transmission of competition signalization indices.
Today, new video coding standard activities are launched. Both VCEG (Video Coding Expert Group) and MPEG are working collaboratively, through the JCT-VC (Joint Collaborative Team on Video Coding) and have just issued a Call for Proposals with answers given in April 2010. The goal is to reach a standard that provides a bitrate reduction of 50% at the same subjective quality, with a complexity increased by a factor 2 or 3. Several improvements are already known and gathered in the JM KTA software (Key Technical Area) [2] . Some of these improvements and others contributions add new competition indices which are more and more costly. We have proposed in a previous work [3] to deal with the reduction of this cost through a framework that allows to hide such indices in chroma and luma texture samples. In this paper, we propose to explore the limits highlighted by the previous study which has been performed in Inter-coding. The scheme is first extended for Intra-coding with an optimal selection of hidden indices and we propose a different rate-distortion optimization built on the Pareto theory. The scheme is also tested for 4:4:4 color format sequences which, as Intra blocks, allow to hide more indices in chroma sample.
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, an H.264/AVC and data hiding state of the art is presented, including the major conclusions of our previous work. Section 3 gives the details of our index hiding scheme and the proposed extensions. Finally the experimental results are reported and analyzed in Section 4.
STATE OF THE ART

H.264/AVC prediction and coding
H.264/AVC is an hybrid video coder: Intra and Inter prediction are used together to exploit spatial and temporal redundancies. For each macroblock, several modes are in competition and need to be signaled to the decoder with other information of residual or coding type (submode, DCT size,...).
All of them are stored sequentially in the bitstream and moreover independently one from the other. In order to reduce this cost, a Most Probable Mode (MPM) is used: the mode that is the most probable is encoded with 1 bit only. Although context adaptive encoding is performed, the cost with these existing methods remains high. At medium bitrate, the competition information represents 20% of the total bitrate and this proportion increases up to 40% for lower bitrates.
In this paper, we propose to use data hiding for decreasing the rate cost of these competition indices.
Data Hiding
Data hiding and video compression traditionally have contradictory goals. The first one adds imperceptual information to embed data, while the second removes redundant information to reduce video size. More precisely, data hiding deals with the ability of embedding data into a digital media with a minimum visible degradation. For each data hiding applications, a complex trade-off between three parameters is needed: data playload (amount of informations to hide), fidelity (distortion induced by the mark) and robustness (resistance to attacks).
Three kinds of data hiding approaches can be reported. The first extends still image watermarking, the second exploits the temporal dimension of video in order to increase the fidelity and the robustness [4] . The third class is based on the video compression standard. Among the latter class, most methods hides informations in the non-zero DCT coefficients of a compressed video stream. The force even watermarking [5] is one of the most widespread approach: it hides information in the parity of AC coefficients at the cost of a bitrate increase. An other solution is proposed in [6] by embedding each bit on the parity sum of the transform coefficients in order to choose the modification which induce the smallest degradation.
In addition to classical applications of data hiding, a few methods only propose to use data hiding for compression purposes, as in our paper. It has been formalized for still image coding in [7] where authors propose to hide the chrominance information in the wavelet domain of the luminance component before image compression. This paper and some related approaches [8, 9] confirm the potential great interest of data hiding methods for compression. Contrary to these approaches, our paper proposes an optimal way to introduce such technique in a video compression standard like H.264/AVC.
Data hiding for video compression in Inter-coding
In our previous work [3] , we have proposed to hide motion competition information generated by the Motion Vector Competition (MVComp) tool [10] in transform and quantized coefficients of Luma and Chroma residuals. More precisely, hiding in the parity of the sum of the transform coefficients permits to easily balance between rate and distortion modifications. Although the paper solves initial difficulties related to this original video compression approach, the average bitrate savings remain low. Some important issues were reported and need to be further adressed, such as:
1. The amount of coefficients available for hiding.
2. The selection of the data to hide.
3. The selection of the coefficient to be modified.
In this new study, we explore these issues in order to extend the first work, and provide increased bitrate savings.
PROPOSED SCHEME AND EXTENSIONS
Preliminary study
As explained in the previous section, we have favored a scheme which embeds the mark directly into the compressed video stream, especially into the pixel residuals. In order to overcome the issues reported in [3] , we propose in a first extension to deal whith Intra-coding as the Intra contains more non-zero transform coefficients, especially in chroma samples. Among all the Intra competition indices, the MPM index is chosen because it is the most expensive (6% of the total Intra bitrate at medium bitrate). This is a binary index which indicates if the Intra submode to encode is equal or not to the most probable mode defined by the neighbours blocks.
Our second extension consists in applying the scheme for 4:4:4 color format sequences. This format allows to hide more coding information because there is potentially four times more Chroma blocks with non zero coefficients. Moreover, each index can be hidden in more coefficients and there is consequently less impact on the reconstructed pixels.
Finally, the issue of setting the Lagrangian parameters in the previously proposed RD approach is tackled using the Pareto theory.
Scheme description
We use the Chroma quantized and transform coefficients to hide the MPM index. This hiding is sensitive because of the specificities of CABAC and the possible prediction damages. The proposed scheme satisfies the following requirements: are the original and the modified rate of the i th block, and I i ∈ {0, 1} is the MPM index with ς(I i ) its cost.
2. Minimization of prediction degradation: the transform coefficients modification must be invisible and must have low impact on the prediction of the next frames.
In order to meet these requirements, we use the parity of the coefficients sum to mark the MPM index. The first requirement can be met by rejecting all the modifications which increase the original bit-rate too much. For the second requirement, Pareto based optimization is applied. Let us note a n , n ∈ {1, ..., N } the transform and quantized coefficients before transmission. The sum of the coefficients of the i th block is denoted as S i = N n=1 a n . The resulting modified S w i is obtained as follow:
where I i is the index and m i is the coefficients shift. Blocks with DC coefficients only are not used to limit the damages.
We propose to use a Pareto optimization to choose the best modification when the coefficients need to be modified, i.e: I i = |S i | mod 2. We consider N transform coefficients a n , a n = 0. For each coefficient, 6 rate-distortion pairs (R wj n , D wj n ) are computed after addition of an odd value m j : a wj n = a n + m j .
We choose to limit the m j values to {−5, −3, −1, 1, 3, 5} because larger ones induce too high signal modification. R wj n is the rate generated by the coding of the modified coefficients and D wj n is the related distortion. The null transform coefficients are not considered to avoid breaking the zero series. Note that each index can be hidden equivalently in U or V chroma component.
As an alternative to the classical RD-optimization used in previous study [3] , we apply here a method based on the theory of the multicriteria optimization to choose the best modification. Built on the Pareto theory, it consists in three steps:
1. Computation of the rate-distortion pairs (R wj n , D wj n ) which correspond to a Pareto-optimal pair (a n , m j ). A given pair of variables, (a n , m j ), is Pareto-optimal if and only if it is not dominated by any other (a n , m j ), where (a n , m j ) dominates (a n , m j ) means: Figure 1 plots an example of a Pareto frontier. The points represent the 6 possible modifications for a given a n (m j dependent), the red curve is the Pareto frontier among which the modification will be selected. 
Normalization of these pairs:
where (R [1, 6] Finally, the selected modification (a n , m j ) is the one associated to the optimal pair (R opt , D opt ). Note that the pairs with a too high distortion are rejected to preserve the prediction efficiency. The main advantage of this scheme compared to the classical RD-optimization is that it is independent of the Lagrangian multipliers assessment and then adaptive for each block. This approach allows to compare all the best pairs with a correct order of magnitude. However, the scheme does not take into account the quantization parameters, as a Lagrangian multiplier, function of QP, could. Finally, the index extraction at the decoder side is expressed as I i = |S i | mod 2, where I i represents the extracted index of the i th block and S i is the sum of the decoded coefficients a n . The MPM index is set to I i only if there is at least one non zero AC coefficient. Otherwise, the MPM index is traditionally read.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Experimental settings
The proposed scheme has been implemented into the JM KTA software [2] version 2.1. H.264/AVC reference results are generated using Intra 16×16 and Intra 8×8. The 8×8 DCT transform is enabled and CABAC entropy coding is selected.
The first experiment has been performed on eight 4:2:0 sequences, with resolutions from QWVGA to 1080p. Two ranges of Quantization Parameters (QP) have been selected to study the results from high to medium bitrates: QP set 1: 12-17-22-27, QP set 2: 22-27-32-37. All bitrate savings are computed with the Bjontegaard metric [11] as recommended by VCEG. A test on several 4:4:4 sequences is also performed.
Experimental results for YUV 4:2:0
Table 1(a) gives the percentage bitrate saving for each sequence and two QP ranges. The scheme gives a systematic bitrate saving for all tested sequences and reaches 2.8% and 2.1% for sequences SunFlower and BlueSky 1080p. Unlike the previous scheme proposed for Inter-coding, the scheme efficiency is preserved at medium bitrate where the amount of coefficients is lower compared to high bitrate with respectively 1.5% and 1.6% bitrate saving in average. This is a significant gain relatively to the cost of the considered index on the Intra bitrate (6%). When non-zero coefficients are available, i.e. the MPM index is not sent, Table1(b) gives the mark location. Coefficients are modified in 60% of the cases and indices are hidden mainly in the AC component at high bitrate whereas the DC plays a most important role at low bitrate. In addition to these objective results, a subjective assessment has been realized such as the one proposed in [3] . Similar conclusion is obtained: there is no visible degradation. We have tested the scheme on a set of 12 sequences available both in YUV 4:2:0 and YUV 4:4:4. Figure 2 gives the percentage of hidden index in average for the proposed scheme applied to the two formats, with QPs from 12 to 37. The hiding in YUV 4:4:4 systematically allows to reduce the number of transmitted index compared to hiding in YUV 4:2:0 sequences. This reduction varies from 10% to 20% and it is larger for the QP 17 and 22 where the number of transform coefficients starts to drop down for YUV 4:2:0 sequences. For the scheme extended to YUV 4:4:4, the percentage of hidden index reaches 93% at high bitrate. As expected, less indices are transmitted for this color format. This is confirmed by an increase of the percentage bitrate savings which reach 2.60% for the sequence DucksTakeOff 720p for the second set of QPs in YUV 4:4:4. In average, the bitrate saving is increased by 36% and 47% in YUV 4:4:4 compared to YUV 4:2:0, for the first and the second set of QPs respectively.
CONCLUSION
An unconventional application of data hiding has been proposed in a previous work to perform video compression. MVComp indices were hidden in Chroma and Luma samples. This paper further addresses this topic, and solves main remaining issues. The scheme is applied to the Intra Most Probable Mode. Dealing with Intra-coding allows to have a higher amount of non-zero transform coefficients available for hiding. As another new feature, a Pareto-based optimization is performed to drive the selection of the mark, and its location, avoiding the burden of a Lagrangian tuning. An average 1.5% (up to 2.8%) bitrate saving is reported, which is a significant gain given that only a signalling index has been considered. The scheme has also been tested for 4:4:4 color format sequences. As expected, an additional 47% increase of the previously reported bitrate saving is observed.
Applying data hiding techniques for video compression purposes raises several technical difficulties. This paper solves most of them, and shows that such a technique is of interest to improve the current standard. Especially, it is particularly adapted for reducing the cost of signalisation indices that tends to take more and more place in nowadays competition-based video codecs.
